SPS-300
The Point of Sale Recycling Solution

40% REDUCTION IN WORKING CAPITAL
Recycle your cash to keep your money where you need it

cashcomplete.com

Transform Your Cash Handling
The CashComplete™ SPS-300 is the ideal way of upgrading your cash handling to improve accuracy, cash visibility, and shrinkage protection. Monitor your cash levels,
validate bills to prevent counterfeits while simplifying the validation process, and automate your cash POS system.

Reduce Working Capital

Reduce Shrinkage

The CashComplete™ On-Device software provides accurate and efficient management of
in-store cash holding requirements, allowing you to deposit surplus cash into your bank. Our enterprise
software makes it simple to monitor your inventory position in real time across your business.

The CashComplete™ SPS-300 will give
you full controll at the point of sale to
streamline your cash handling, expedite
the processing of notes, prevent errors
and protect your business from shrinkage.

Efficently Cycle Cash All Through Your Business
By integrating the SPS-300 into your front-office POS system, you immediately reduce problems with handling
cash. Increase productivity, reduce your working capital and save time by recycling your working capital
instead of requesting frequent CIT pickups and deliveries.
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The SPS-300 is the ideal solution for industries where cash volume, security, and handling takes up a significant
amount of staff time whether you operate a convenience store, grocery store, or other retail business.

Specifications RCS-200

SPS-300

Deposit

Up to 50 mixed coin bulk loading

4-way read self-centering,

Deposit Speed

3.5 coins per second

1 note per 3 seconds

Dispense

30 coins per second

1.4 seconds per note

Up to 1,000 coins

3 recycling cassettes, 110 notes each
Total: 330 supporting 3 denominations

Storage

The SPS-300 is a powerful automator for your
retail POS. Used as a till replacement, the Smart
POS Solution validates with a 4-way reader,
increasing the integrity of your capital while
increasing the safety of your employees. Make
this smart solution part of your daily operations,
instead of spending hours on administration
and counting. This ensures a quick return on
investment through dramatically improved cash
management.

up to 1,000 notes

Size (W x D x H)

673.1mm x 609.6mm x 368.3mm

293.88mm x 393.7mm x 673.1mm

Empty Weight

44 kg

28.12kg

Regulatory

UL Certified and RoHS Compliant

UL Certified and RoHS Compliant

Approximate speeds

The SPS-300 fully automates your note handling
at the point of sale, speeding up the process
and allowing you to spend less time managing
your cash. When paired with the CRS-600,
this solution can completely replace your till,
allowing the SPS to handle your cash, which
reduces human reporting errors and increases
staff safety.
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Versatile Solution for Any Business
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Increase Time Savings

SPS-300 Paired with the RCS-200
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